LEARNING BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
SUMMER COURSE: LEARN ENGLISH

MODULE I: BASIC CONVERSATION SKILLS
In this module, we will discuss the importance of English language skills in a variety of contexts.
This interactive module will provide the students with the knowledge necessary to begin to identify
and describe communicative events in their lives, analyse them, and make choices about meanings
and responses in appropriate and effective ways.
1.1-I.I.eng:

learnlanguagesenglish version 2.0.4:

The phrasebook gives

a

comprehensive mix of practical and social words and phrases. This module is designed
to improve the basic conversation skills like essentials, meeting people, transport,
restaurant, shopping, bank, travelling and hotels, communications, entertainment and
health.
1.2. The advanced sessions on professional topics will help the learner in Small Talk,
Presentations, Job Interviews, Sales Pitch, Customer Service, and Travelling.
1.3.English Grammar: Spoken English
This grammar app aims to equip the students with opening gambits and formulaic
expressions like greetings, introducing yourself and others, permissions, using ‘can’,
‘what do you do’, ‘will you’.
1.4. Learn English module takes the learner from level 1 to level 6, i.e., from
listening to speaking. The student is advised to cultivate the habit of listening and
reading. This interactive process of teaching/ learning is called for to achieve the
skills of effective communication through ‘doing’.
1.5. The phrase book is very interactive with basic conversational phrases like
Basic Greetings in English. The learner can translate a sentence using an internet
service, recognize speech using an internet service. It uses an advanced learning
technique where short language patterns are read, understood, and pronounced in
sequence which quickly builds up the necessary skills to speak proficiently and
freely the language of one’s choice.
MODULE II: COMMUNICATIVE GRAMMAR
The objective of this module is to help the learner acquire better linguistic and communicative
competence through accuracy in Grammar and Vocabulary. The teaching of grammar is treated as a
diagnostic and remedial activity and integrated with communication practice. The areas of grammar

in which errors are common receive special attention when selecting items for review. The focus is
on the difficulty experienced by individual students, and the effort to explore a useful strategy for
self-improvement.
2.1-English Grammar: Grammar app outlines the grammar lessons/rules (subjects,
verbs, and objects to direct and reported speech)

2.2. iPractise: This app takes the learner through three stages beginner, Intermediate
and advanced to overcome the difficulty in Sentence Completion.
2.3. Easy English Grammar: In this module the learner can master through Practice
Grammar by selecting category (23 Sets), Test Grammar to assess the standard, and
practise tenses through hard tests (4 Sets).
2.4. Test Your Vocabulary: Word by Meaning, Meaning by Word, Dictionaries, and
Search Word. This module will help to learn essential vocabulary and prepare one to
score high in competitive exams like TOEFL, GRE, and GMAT. The learner can take
tests and improve knowledge. Treatment: Word games/ clusters, cross words, puzzles,
one word completions, rapid fire questions (quiz), word usage, finding words closest
in meaning, practice exercises and discussions.

2.5. English: Dictionary English .The English dictionary application explains the
meaning of English words. The definitions are based on English Wiktionary.

2.6. English Hindi Dictionary: This is English - Hindi and Hindi - English Dictionary

2.7.Voxy: Reading Comprehension: Watch the video and prepare to answer
comprehension questions. Students are supported by suitable exercises designed to
foster comprehension skills and vocabulary enrichment.
2.8. Word Learner: This app will help in understanding the root words which are
alphabetically presented along with definitions and usage examples. Test Yourself
and review mistakes.
2.9. Grammar Tenses, Tense Exercise, Parts of Speech
MODULE III: PHONETICS
The module has been designed to help learners improve upon their pronunciation skills in English as
well as their listening skills.
3.1. a b c Phonetics: There are two sections in this app: vowels and consonants. The
voice consists of sound made by a human being using the vocal folds. This app helps
the learner improve English pronunciation skill.
3.2. Sounds: This module on pronunciation app will help the learner to hear the
sound and an example word. The chart shows three kinds of sound: vowel,
diphthong, consonant. The practice taster includes read, write and listen exercises to
improve the pronunciation of learners. It is supplemented with Quiz taster: read,
write and listen correctly.

3.3. SPEAK ENGLISH: The Beginner Sessions include first steps & pronunciation I,
II, III, IV, Basic English: My First Phrases, Numbers, Time, Date, Around the House
for practice and pronunciation test.

3.4. English Grammar: English Phonetics
This module familiarises the learner with the basics of phonetics, functions of
intonation, stress and rhythm, stress patterns in English.
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